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Context 

Consumers want shared e-vehicles.  A year after e-scooters launched in many US cities and e-bikes were 

piloted in several, utilization of e-vehicles has been consistently higher than utilization of standard bike 

share. 

Shared e-vehicles are increasingly viewed as a valuable tool to achieve climate action goals at state and 

local levels. 

E-scooters have changed expectations for access to shared vehicles.  Riders like ending their e-scooter 

rental at their destination without having to search an app for a station or hub.  In July about 17% of 

Nice Ride dockless bike rentals ended out of hub.  The frequency of docked, green bikes abandoned out 

of a dock has greatly increased this season. 

Mobility hubs are coming.  Over the next few years, cities will increasingly design streets, sidewalks, and 

boulevards to create space for shared micromobility parking and will likely require that shared vehicles 

be parked in those spaces, particularly in downtowns. 

Lyft has a new e-bike and a new platform.  Lyft launched its third-generation e-bike, the “Watson,” in 

San Francisco in July.  It will produce tens of thousands of them and deploy them in NYC, SF, Chicago, 

Washington DC, Boston, and Columbus over the next twelve months.  (The first fifty Watsons were 

delivered to Minneapolis on August 13.)  The Watson e-bike can be docked in a station and will be 

compatible with charging stations (which are under development).  The Watson e-bike is equipped with 

the “Surelock”, which has a sophisticated IoT module (allowing greater tracking and enforcement of 

parking requirements) and a secondary lock (allowing consumer to “lock to” a standard bike rack or 

other fixed object).  The Watson e-bike operates on a new back-end operating system developed by Lyft 

for multimodal shared systems.  Concurrent with the shift to the Watson e-bike and the new back-end 

operating system, Nice Ride bikes will be available for rent through the Lyft app with a single account. 

The dockless bike lock Lyft is currently operating in Minneapolis on the blue pedal bikes is now a legacy 

product and will not be supported Lyft’s new back-end operating system.  It will not be possible to 

continue using the blue bikes with the current lock in April 2020, assuming we move forward with 

deployment of Watson e-bikes then. 

Based on rider demand and requests from cities, Lyft’s bike share division is currently focusing on e-

bikes and charging stations.  Lyft is not developing currently a pedal bike compatible with the Surelock.  

(The Surelock requires more power than can be generated with current designs for on-board solar 

panels.) 

  



Learnings from 2019 Dockless Bike Pilot and 50-Bike E-Bike Pilot: 

Strengths of the 2019 dockless pilot include: 

 The quality of the blue bike is excellent. 

 Lyft has an excellent team of in-shop and on-street mechanics who are maintaining each fleet at 

a level higher than the nonprofit was able to achieve in prior years. 

 The pilot has been promoted at over 70 events and co-promoted with “Nice Ride for All.” 

Weaknesses of the 2019 dockless pilot include: 

 Up to 20% of deployed dockless bikes are disconnected at any time.  The primary culprit is 2G 

connectivity.  The secondary culprit is loss of power when bikes are left under a tree or other 

obstruction to the solar panel for more than a few days. 

 There were not enough hubs until July.  Hub installation (lane marking tape and signage) was 

delayed by weather and contracting (except at the University of Minnesota, where every bike 

rack was a designated as hub).  In July, we reached the point where 250 hubs were installed.  

Only then did the pilot become a true “system.”  Only a few hubs have been installed south of 

Lake Street and north of Lowry Avenue at this point. 

 The location data generated by our dockless pilot was not adequate to reliably determine 

whether bikes were in or out of hub.  Using the current system, we can only determine that a 

bike is out of hub if it appears in the back-end operating system to be more than a block away 

from any hub.  On campus, where hubs are very close together, it is not possible to determine 

whether a blue bike is out of hub. 

 Although we threatened to do so, we did not impose any financial penalties on riders for failing 

to park in hub. 

 We confused riders by effectively encouraging riders to park at existing stations.  This behavior 

emerged almost immediately.  We allowed it because there were not enough hubs to allow use 

of the dockless bikes in many high-demand areas.  (It is not obvious that we could have stopped 

this behavior had we tried.) 

 The tools used by consumers to find hubs and bikes and by operating staff to find out-of-hub 

bikes or disconnected bikes and to rebalance hubs are poor (hub and station pins overlap in the 

app; riders often have to type in a bike number to get a bike, etc).  Lyft has shifted its 

development work to the new back-end, its multi-modal app, and the Surelock system, so 

development on our dockless system stopped last winter.  Lyft has not yet published a daily bike 

distribution dashboard that has been under development since last fall. 

 Many blue bikes have been taken out of service due to shortages of replacement kickstands and 

tail lights. 

Learnings from the 2019 dockless bike pilot: 

 Most riders want to comply with orderly parking requirements.  Given the weaknesses 

described above, the fact that about 83% of bikes are parked in hubs and at stations is a strong 



indication that most riders will comply with parking requirements if we make it simple and 

intuitive for them to do so. 

 Simpler is better.  The system worked most effectively on the University campus, where every 

rack is a hub.  The confusion over finding and using hubs frustrated riders.  If we want increased 

participation in bike sharing, we have to make it simple to find a bike and end a trip.  If we want 

to enforce parking requirements with penalties, compliance must be easy and intuitive. 

 The concept of a parking “hub” for micromobility parking has great benefits, but needs 

refinement.  Overall, the reaction from neighbors to the deployment of taped parking hubs has 

been positive.  Bicycles that are parked in small groups in site-planned locations are 

substantially easier to find and maintain the bike parked randomly. 

 Future systems should be designed so that, after using an app to find a vehicle, the rider can 

park the vehicle near their destination without having to do another search.  E-scooters have 

conditioned riders to expect this type of service. 

The pilot of 50 docked e-bikes is only three weeks old.  It also has significant weaknesses: 

 The docked e-bikes are difficult to find. 

 The first-generation bikes have known problems with chains coming off and inconsistent 

docking. 

Utilization of the e-bikes is very high.   Initial rider reaction has been very positive.  Battery-swapping has 

gone well.  Lyft is distributing the bikes in all neighborhoods and the bikes appear to moving to and from 

all neighborhoods well. 

Goals for 2020 Implementation of Watson E-bikes: 

1. Maintain high level of quality, reliability, equity, and order in the right of way.  These 

core goals remain unchanged. 

2. Simplify process for finding and parking bikes in a way that matches consumer 

expectations for access to all shared e-vehicles while maintaining order in the right-of-way and 

dovetailing with future trends toward mobility hubs and charging stations. 

3. Achieve fleet size contemplated in the 2018 transition agreements in a way that (1) 

maximizes deployment of e-bikes, (2) optimizes utilization of green bikes, blue bikes, and station 

equipment in a rapidly changing environment, (3) enables operators to react to early challenges/results 

and deploy additional bikes as demand increases. 

4. Become a regional system again. 

5. Optimize use of e-bikes as a “last-mile” solution integrated with transit. 

Possible Methods of Implementation of Watson E-bikes: 



Note:  Each method includes the option to close your rental by returning the bike to a dock.  This 

option is assumed because we have 200 stations, consumers and business owners generally like 

them, and we want to prepare consumers for a future when we create an incentive to return e-bikes 

to charging stations.  Each method also assumes that the current dockless pedal bikes will be 

discontinued and all pedal bikes will be docked in 2020. 

1. Free Floating (and Docked) 

a. Like current scooter implementation.  Consumer instructed to close rental in any public 

space, near curb, not blocking sidewalk or access.  

b. Lyft strongly discourages this approach with e-bikes due to risk of theft.  Lime uses this 

approach in Seattle. 

2. Virtual Stations (and Docked) 

a. Like current dockless bike implementation.  Consumer instructed to close rental in a hub 

found in app that is also physically striped and has a sign. 

b. Lyft strongly discourages this approach with e-bikes due to risk of theft.  Minneapolis is 

currently only market using this approach in North America. 

3. Lock-To Anything Legal (and Docked) 

a. Consumer instructed to lock bike to a “fixed object” anywhere bike parking is permitted.  

In Minneapolis, that would include any sign post.  It would exclude a light post, parking 

meter, tree, or railing.  The University of Minnesota does not allow locking to sign posts 

(or anything other than a rack).  Saint Paul does not have specific regulations limiting 

what a bike can be locked to. 

b. Jump promotes this approach on its general website, but directs consumers to park in 

racks on city-specific websites (e.g., Sacramento). 

4. Lock-To Any Public Bike Rack (and Docked) 

a. Like Lyft’s  Bay Wheels or Jump Sacramento.  Consumer instructed to lock bike to “any 

public bike rack.” 

b. This method can be coupled with roll-out of new bike parking to match the growth in 

demand for bike parking it causes. 

i. This roll-out could be accomplished by putting racks at current hubs. 

ii. The new bike parking could be dedicated to Nice Ride, dedicated to shared 

vehicles (ie, a mobility hub), or open to all micromobility vehicles (shared and 

private). 

iii. This method can be coupled with requirements that the operator monitor and 

remove bikes from overcrowded public racks when private bike parking is 

impacted. 

c. Lyft recommends this approach. 

5. Light Stations (and Docked) 

a. Like current dockless bike implementation, except with a rack in every hub and 

enhanced GPS and app tools to help consumer find hubs and help Lyft enforce 

compliance. 

b. Lyft will implement this approach in parts of Chicago. 

https://help.jumpbikes.com/hc/en-us/articles/115005963343-Always-lock-the-bike-to-something
https://jump.com/cities/sacramento/
https://help.baywheels.com/hc/en-us/articles/360029054232-How-to-lock-a-bike


Evaluation of Possible Methods 

 

Simple for 

Riders/Matches 

Expecations

Creates Order in 

ROW/Dovetails with 

Trends Toward 

Mobility Hubs and 

Charging Stations

Can Expand to Hit 

Fleet Size 

Commitments and 

Regional Goals

Can Meet Core 

Expectations for 

Quality, Reliability, 

Equity

Optimize Integration 

with Transit

Free-Floating

Virtual Stations

Lock-To Anything Legal

Lock-To Any Public Rack

Light Stations

Key:

Likely to achieve goal.

Could achieve goal, but not best approach.

Unlikely to achieve goal.


